Antitrust Policy Notice

- Linux Foundation meetings involve participation by industry competitors, and it is the intention of the Linux Foundation to conduct all of its activities in accordance with applicable antitrust and competition laws. It is therefore extremely important that attendees adhere to meeting agendas, and be aware of, and not participate in, any activities that are prohibited under applicable US state, federal or foreign antitrust and competition laws.

- Examples of types of actions that are prohibited at Linux Foundation meetings and in connection with Linux Foundation activities are described in the Linux Foundation Antitrust Policy available at http://www.linuxfoundation.org/antitrust-policy. If you have questions about these matters, please contact your company counsel, or if you are a member of the Linux Foundation, feel free to contact Andrew Updegrove of the firm of Gesmer Updegrove LLP, which provides legal counsel to the Linux Foundation.
OpenChain and Coronavirus

First of all, I would like to offer my personal best wishes and thoughts to everyone who is impacted. The safety of yourself, your family, your friends and your colleagues is the most important thing.

Every decision in the OpenChain Project will be taken from this perspective. We expect events in Asia and abroad to be altered or cancelled due to the outbreak.

More specifically:
(1) On February 18 the 13th OpenChain Japan meeting happens in Tokyo. The Japan Work Group will monitor the situation and decide if we need to change our plans. Updates to follow.
(2) On March 3rd the third OpenChain China meeting happens in Beijing. We will monitor the situation and decide if we cancel within the next two weeks. Updates to follow.
(3) Our events in Taiwan are being decided by our local organizers, SZ and Lucien. Updates to follow.
(4) Our events in Korea are undecided. I will talk with our local community. Updates to follow.
(5) Our co-hosting of the first Asian Legal Network Conference will continue, but the event has moved from Q1 to Fall. Updates to follow.

-- Shane Coughlan, General Manager
Agenda

• Roll Call (3 mins)
• Main News (10 min)
• ISO Review (10 mins)
• Arm Case Study (10 mins)
• Request for Comments: Project Overview (5 min)
• Request for Comments: OpenChain Tooling + ACT (5 min)
• Any Other Business? (10 mins)
OpenChain Around the World
Latest Conformant Organization

Big cheer for Inno3 in France!
Latest Partner Organizations

LYRA Infosystems

GTC Lawyers + Strategists
OpenChain had its “general consumer” debut at CES via collaboration with the AGL Project. This saw OpenChain volunteers manning a booth for three days and sharing information with 100s of people.

Shane Coughlan, OpenChain General Advisor, has been named as an advisory to the open source activities of the United Nations Technology Innovation Labs.
Automotive Work Group (7月2019~)

- This work group has membership from most major automotive companies, Tier 1 suppliers, and a substantial number of Tier 2 and 3 companies.

- It held a face-to-face meeting beside CES in Las Vegas during January. This meeting naturally included an excellent opportunity to build out increased mindshare with US automotive companies.

https://groups.io/g/openchain-automotive-work-group/topics
Reference Tooling Work Group (7月2019~)

• This work group has membership from many large companies that use open source tooling for open source compliance in production, such as Siemens, Bosch, Toshiba, Hitachi and Fujitsu.

• It held a face-to-face meeting beside FOSDEM in Brussels during January. Oliver Fendt from Siemens has the details.

https://groups.io/g/openchain-automotive-work-group/topics
OpenChain China – Next Meeting 3月3
OpenChain Japan – Next Meeting 3月18
OpenChain in Korea – Next Meeting 3月19
OpenChain in India – Next Meeting 3月~
OpenChain Taiwan – Next Meeting 2~3月~
OpenChain Germany – First Meeting 2月6

Siemens Nuremberg
38 People
29 Companies
OpenChain USA – First Meeting 3月13

Michael from Facebook has kindly offered us space at their offices in Palo Alto for the first USA Work Group meeting.

We will be promoting the meeting this week and expect a kick-off session with 10~20 people from various Silicon Valley companies.
Andrew from Moorcrofts is going to be the primary host of the first OpenChain UK Work Group meeting. More details as the date and venue is locked down.
Potential Work Groups (3月2020~)

• Global Education Work Group
  A work group focused on ensuring the OpenChain education material is up-to-date and available across multiple languages. This is a similar role to our original curriculum work team but more focused on a specific work outcome.

• Global Telecommunications Work Group
  A work group focused on how telecommunication companies can build on their leadership position to ensure smooth industry adoption in a manner similar to the automotive work group.
Questions or Comments?
OpenChain in ISO
OpenChain in ISO (6月2019~)

The OpenChain Project is submitting our specification to ISO via Publicly Available Specification (PAS) in Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC-1).

Working in partnership with Joint Development Foundation we expect to become a formal standard in the 1st half of 2020.

We are referring to the ISO formatted version as OpenChain 2.1. However, it is functionally identical to OpenChain 2.0 and all OpenChain 2.0 companies will also be ISO conformant.
OpenChain in ISO (6月2019~)

The ISO submission version is available at:

https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/_media/openchain/openchainspec-2.1.draft.pdf

Past readers of the spec might find the marked up version useful:


We are not seeking edits but we do advise everyone to review.
Pausing here to allow Mark Gisi to make any comments or guide any discussion necessary.
Questions or Comments?
Conformance Case Study

Sami Atabani
Questions or Comments?
Request for Comments: Project Overview

How do we frame OpenChain for a broader audience?
Open Compliance Program Solutions

https://compliance.linuxfoundation.org/
OpenChain Defines Inflection Points

upstream → inbound → Training Policy Process → outbound → downstream
# Our Online Self-Certification Questionnaire

- **G1: Know Your Open Source Responsibilities**
  - 0 answered out of 12

- **G2: Assign Responsibility for Achieving Compliance**
  - 0 answered out of 8

- **G3: Review and Approve Open Source Content**
  - 0 answered out of 8

- **G4: Deliver Open Source Compliance Artifacts**
  - 0 answered out of 3
    - **Yes**
      - Do you have a documented procedure that describes a process that ensures the Compliance Artifacts are distributed with Supplied Software as required by the Identified Licenses?
    - **No**

- **G5: Understanding Open Source Community Engagements**
  - 0 answered out of 3

- **G6: Adherence to the Specification Requirements**
  - 0 answered out of 2
A Simple Logo, A Significant Meaning

Quality Open Source Compliance Defined
Request for Comments: OpenChain Tooling + ACT

How do we frame our reference work and other project’s focus on practical development? This is a suggestion from Fukuchi San @ Sony.
Collaboration between ACT and OpenChain Reference Tooling WG

OpenChain Reference Tooling WG

- Business Use Case Industry
- Company Size etc.
- Requirement
- Policy?
- Process?
- Regulation?

Reference Compliance Workflows with Tooling
- CI/CD
- Container Embedded etc.

- scalable
- Total Workflow (big company)
- Partial Workflow (small company)

Automating Compliance Tooling

CI/CD Tools
- APIs
- SBoM

- TERN
- SPDX Tools

- OSS Review Toolkit
- fossology

The OpenChain project Japan work group / CC0-1.0
Questions or Comments?
Any Other Business?
Next Call: Third Monday at 5pm Pacific

By User Companies for User Companies